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Supervisor of
Elections to be at
Central Ridge Library

Company open
to reducing
density of project
By MICHAEL D. BATES
Chronicle Reporter

Developer Oscar Sol told
40 Meadowcrest residents
Michael D. Bates / Chronicle Reporter during a question-and-anOscar Sol, founder and principal of Green Mills Group, address- swer session Wednesday he
es Meadowcrest residents during a question-and-answer ses- is willing to make concession Wednesday at the Coastal Region Library.
sions and modify his pro-

posed 225-unit affordable
apartment complex that
would front that community
on State Road 44.
Sol, founder and principal
of Green Mills Group, assured them the rental facility would not increase crime,
lower property values, add
hundreds more cars to the
subdivision streets and destroy the aesthetics.
But residents were not
buying what he was selling.
Their view was summed up

by Kim Knudsen, who’s
lived in Meadowcrest for
five years.
“Why do you want to
come here?,” she said.
“How would you like it put
in your front yard?”
Knundsen was greeted
with applause.
Sol said he is open to reducing the density of the
project, perhaps capping the
units at 100.
See MEADOWCREST, page A2

County mulls
affordable
home options
By MICHAEL D. BATES

Retired Marine
graham to lead
State Guard

Chronicle Reporter

Retired Marine Corps Lt.
Col. Chris Graham was
named Wednesday as director of the Florida State
Guard, which is being reactivated after 75 years. Gov.
Ron DeSantis introduced
Graham, a Destin resident, during an event at the
American Legion Post 273
in Madeira Beach.
“He started out as an enlisted Marine, worked his
way up the ranks, served
as an officer for 20 years,
earned a Purple Heart along
the way in 2005,” DeSantis
said. “He’s been a helicopter pilot. He served three
tours in Iraq. He’s been
a special projects officer
and created the model for
the anti-terrorism battalion
companies, including their
pre-deployment training,
and their standard operating
procedures for close-quarters battle and personal
security detail operations.
Those are very significant
high levels of training.”
DeSantis pushed this
year to reactivate the volunteer state guard to assist
the Florida National Guard
during emergencies. The
state guard had been inactive since 1947. A new
state budget, which will
take effect July 1, includes
$10 million to reactivate the
guard and cover the costs of
six positions.

State board carrying
out controversial
schools law
The state Board of Education has scheduled a
meeting this month to craft
a rule related to carrying
out the controversial new
“Parental Rights in Education” law, known to critics
as the “don’t say gay” bill.
The law (HB 1557), which
will take effect July 1, will
prohibit instruction about
sexual orientation and gender identity in kindergarten
through third grade. It also
will bar such instruction in
older grades if the lessons
are “not age-appropriate
or developmentally appropriate” in accordance with
state academic standards.
The measure also is
designed to ensure that
schools cannot keep information from parents related to “critical decisions”
about students’ well-being.
Parents are allowed under
the law to sue school districts for violations. But
the measure also provides
an alternative process for
resolving disputes through
hearings before special
magistrates. The state
board is scheduled June 29
to discuss a rule related to
special magistrates.
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Meadowcrest wary of
developer’s assurances
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To help get prepared for
the Aug. 23 primary election, the Supervisor of
Elections office is holding
an outreach event at the
Central Ridge Library from
9-11 a.m. on June 16. The
Central Ridge Library is
located at 425 W. Roosevelt
Blvd., Beverly Hills.
This is a convenient way
to register to vote, make
changes to voter records,
update signatures or request
a vote-by-mail ballot. Information to apply for election
worker positions will also
be available.
Anyone interested in having the elections office staff
at an organization or business, contact Supervisor
Maureen Baird.
To learn more, visit
votecitrus.gov, email vote@
votecitrus.gov or call the office at 352-564-7120.
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patient problem they don’t know
how to solve, their supervising
nurses or director of nursing will
“pitch in to help” rather than tell
them to “do the best they can.”
“They want to know their manager cares about them,” she said.
Olinger said Bravera Health Seven Rivers offers all that and more,
but hiring the desired number of
nurses, and the best ones, is not
easy.
Olinger’s efforts are against a
backdrop of nurses leaving the
business in ever greater numbers.
The pandemic did not cause the
exodus of nurses, but rather the
data shows it sped up what was already on the horizon.

County Administrator Randy
Oliver on Tuesday presented his
board with four options to jumpstart affordable housing in Citrus
County.
The board agreed in consensus
on only one of those options: to
consider density bonuses for developers considering affordable
housing.
The state allows local governments to adopt new zoning regulations that incorporate density
bonus programs and strategies
to increase affordable housing in
their jurisdictions.
Housing is considered “affordable” when it is less than 30 percent of a family’s
gross income. Anything over 30 percent is considered
a
cost-burdened
household.
“I don’t want to
do anything that
competes against KITCHEN JR.
the private sector
in the free marketplace,” County
Commission Chairman Ron Kitchen.
If
someone
“comes
forward
with some ‘super
program or new
KINNARD
idea,’ we will listen,” Kitchen said.
Kitchen’s colleagues agreed.
Commissioner Jeff Kinnard said
private entities are “getting this
figured out with government cooperation” and mentioned Inverness
as a model for bringing in affordable housing.
The Inverness City Council this
month voted unanimously for a
comprehensive plan amendment
to land use change that would start
the process leading to the proposed 100-unit affordable apartment complex off Forest Drive.
The council vote ushers in the
change from the property’s current comp plan designation of low
density residential to high density.
Later this month the council is expected to approve the developer’s
zoning change request.
Commissioners at Tuesday’s
meeting said they would not support the following options to spur
affordable housing:
■ Setting space aside for affordable/workforce housing in
residential subdivisions and multi-

See SHORTAGE, page A5

See HOUSING, page A5

Matthew Beck / Chronicle photo editor

Bravera Health Seven Rivers critical care registered nurse Robin Armstrong, left, and Citrus Pulmonary nurse practitioner Ann Lundy collaborate on patient care while looking over a chart Tuesday, June 7. The two work inside the
Crystal River hospital’s ICU. A nationwide shortage of nurses has created challenges for many hospitals. To help combat
hiring difficulties many hospitals are incorporating new techniques to attract staff such as hiring bonuses and tuition
reimbursement.

Bravera Health Seven Rivers works to
attract nurses amid national shortage
By FRED HIERS
Chronicle Reporter

During the worst of the
COVID-19 pandemic, as emergency departments filled and patients on gurneys lined hospital
hallways waiting for care, much
of our focus was on hospital beds
still available to treat more sick.
But vacant beds is only part of
the equation.
Available beds, imaging equipment, and lifesaving drugs don’t
mean as much if the hospital
doesn’t have the nurses to care for
patients.
Hospitals across the country are
reporting problems employing
enough nurses and rural hospitals
are struggling the most.

Health care facilities must become innovative
in attracting the
best nurses, offering hefty signing
bonuses,
tuition
reimbursements,
OLINGER
and flexible work
hours, said Marci Olinger, chief
nursing officer at Bravera Health
Seven Rivers in Crystal Rivers.
Olinger said she has to also offer
new nurses a better work environment.
“They want to work where they
can give safe care,” Olinger told
the Chronicle.
Nurses want to work in a hospital where, when they get overwhelmed or confronted with a

Heatwave to last into Thursday, cooling off by Friday
By BUSTER THOMPSON
Chronicle Reporter

The heat is on for Citrus County.
A widespread heatwave covering
most of the eastern United States,
from the Ohio Valley to the Southeast, stretched into Central Florida,
hitting locals with heat index values in the triple digits, according
to meteorologist Ross Giarratana,
of the National Weather Service in
Ruskin.
“A really strong ... ridge of high
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pressure has set up across portions
of the Mid-South,” Giarratana said
Wednesday, June 15, “and it’s
pretty much keeping much of the
eastern U.S. in well-above-average
temperatures ...record-breaking in
some cases.”
Peak heat index values for the
Citrus County area are expected to
last into Thursday, Giarratana said,
before they “somewhat cool off”
by Friday and then into the weekend.
“But we’re only talking about
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the difference of let’s say 108 heat
index for today to perhaps 106 by
Saturday, 105,” the meteorologist
noted. “It’s still going to be warm
nonetheless, and we still encourage
people to use heat precautions –
spend time in air conditioning, and
stay hydrated.”
Heat index values are a combination of air temperature and humidity.
“So as the humidity goes up, and
the air temperature goes up,” Giarratana said, “the body’s ability to
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sweat and cool itself off starts to
diminish.”
National Weather Service (NWS)
officials issued heat advisories
Wednesday morning across several states, spanning as far south as
Levy and Marion counties to warn
of heat index values at 108 degrees
or higher for the day.
“The reason for the heat advisory in Levy County is there’s just
more of the county that is going
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See HEAT, page A2

